
SESSION 4: TRUTH

BY THIS WE KNOW LOVE, THAT HE 
LAID DOWN HIS LIFE FOR US, AND WE 
OUGHT TO LAY DOWN OUR LIVES FOR 
THE BROTHERS... LITTLE CHILDREN, 
LET US NOT LOVE IN WORD OR TALK 
BUT IN DEED AND IN TRUTH.  1 JOHN 3:16 & 18
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1FUEL SERIES - 1 JOHN

KEY SCRIPTURE 
“But if we walk in the light, as he is in the light, we have fellowship with one another, and the blood of 
Jesus his Son cleanses us from all sin.” - 1 John 1:7

RECAP SESSION 3
In Session 3 we explored the theme of Love: God, as a God of love, a God who is Love and a God who shows 
love; and how we are to love God, as well as others, not only in word and speech, but also in action and in deed. 

SESSION 4: TRUTH

AIM OF THIS SESSION
In the clip, sin is likened to a cavity in your tooth and how we need to deal with the cavity to prevent infection, 
not only in the mouth but also in the whole body. In this session we explore the effect of sin in our lives, both on 
a personal level and in the Body of Christ. We look at the need to deal with sin (darkness) and the importance of 
confession and repentance (bringing it into the light).  Ultimately – to save us from pain and suffering and to set 
us free - as the closing lines of the clip says,

“John’s letter urges his readers, and I would urge you now. Will you submit yourself to your perfect 
Heavenly Father who loves you? Yes, He loves you just as you are, but also loves you too much to 
let you stay as you are. He loves you too much not to reveal the truth to you; a truth that may be 
unpleasant in the short term but that will ultimately set you free.”
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2FUEL SERIES - 1 JOHN

FACILITATOR INSTRUCTIONS

PREPARATION FOR MINISTRY

1. This session could lead to your group moving into PRAYER, REPENTANCE & CONFESSION. Consider 
the following in your preparation: 

• Should you be comfortable – consider being open and accountable and speaking about things in each 
other’s lives. If you are going to do this, it is always good for the leader to start.

• Given the possible direction the facilitator should more than likely be a Small Group Leader, Deacon or Elder. 

• If you are a big group, think about breaking up into smaller groups of 3-4 people and praying for one another.

• Ensure you have a strong male and female leader available to facilitate within gender specific small groups, 
should the need arise.

• Be prayed up and expectant that God will set people free. Trust for vulnerability and openness and be 
prepared for ministry and deliverance.

• Have worship prepared as well as ministry type worship for background music.

• Arrange someone to assist with kids to free up parents for ministry and minimise distractions. 

• Try and start on time/early to allow for ministry and keep upfront admin to a minimum.

• Have tissues handy. 

2. If openness, prayer and confession are not something that can be worked in as part of the session for 
whatever reason (this is something that should be part of what the small group leader is doing as part 
of discipleship on-goingly anyway) then consider the following:

• Write down some key phrases and points from the clip that stand out for you as the facilitator. This will assist 
you as you get more of an overview in your preparation and allow God to begin to lead and speak to you in 
terms of what He wants to do in the course of the session.

• Have some worship prepared – it is a great session to worship.

• See the proposed discussion questions.
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3FUEL SERIES - 1 JOHN

FACILITATION

Check-In: As a community you may have discussed how you could each personally reach out in the week and 
show love or how you could do this as a group. Depending on what you decided, briefly “check-in” with your 
small group members on how it has gone i.e: 

• What did they do this week to step out and show others love?

• Are there any testimonies (victories) or battles they wish to share from the week?

• In their reading of 1 John and highlighting the word “love” are there any further “aha” moments they would 
like to share?

The Memory Verse: Depending on the time you have available, have some fun recalling the memory verses 
together. (PS – see if anyone can recount the past 3 weeks verses – you know, just for some fun!) Do keep in  
mind that this week may open into ministry time and allow for ample time to facilitate this.

Worksheets: Hand the Worksheets out BEFORE the clip. There is space for note taking.

Move into discussion/ministry: As per your preparation. 

GROUP DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

• How do we as Christians address such things as sin?

• How do we speak the truth in love to those that don’t know Jesus, in a world that is increasingly hostile to 
the gospel?

• Has anybody ever experienced when they have brought something into the light and been set free? (Has 
anybody got a testimony to share?)

• What are the kinds of things that prevent us from bringing things into the light?

• Do you feel that you are unable to bring things into the light with people you are in relationship with within 
a small group context? Why is this?

APPLICATION
The intent of this teaching series is that is goes beyond a once off small group meeting and discussion. We 
would love to see people fall in love with the Word of God, and engage with the Word during their personal time, 
as part of this process. 

In order to grow in understanding and bring about change in their lives, we encourage them to spend time on 
personal reflection, memorisation of Scripture and recommended reading as such this is the practical element 
of Fuel.
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4FUEL SERIES - 1 JOHN

APPLICATION REFERENCE - WORKSHEET COPY

In order to grow in understanding and bring about change in your life, we encourage you to do the following 
before your next session.  Consider this the practical element of Fuel. 

PERSONAL REFLECTION
Through this series, open your heart to what God would say to you and allow His Spirit to work in you and 
transform you to reach this lost and broken world. Before your next session spend some time working through 
the below.  Remember, this is for you... there are no wrong/right answers.

• How do we as Christians address such things as sin?

• How do we speak the truth in love to those that don’t know Jesus, in a world that is increasingly hostile to 
the gospel?

• What are the kinds of things that prevent you from bringing things into the light?

• Do you feel that you are unable to bring things into the light with people you are in relationship with/ within 
a community context? Why is this?

• Is there anything God is prompting you to bring into the light with your leaders or a friend that you are 
accountable to? (Why not schedule a time to meet with them today? This step can bring such freedom into 
your life).

MEDITATING ON THE WORD

Memorising the Scriptures and meditating on them day and night, is one of the ways God shapes us and 
makes us into the people He wants us to be. 

MEMORY VERSE

“But if we walk in the light, as he is in the light, we have fellowship with one another, and the blood of 
Jesus his Son cleanses us from all sin.” - 1 John 1: 7

PERSONAL READING

Last week we read through 1 John and highlighted passages that speak about Love. This week read through  
1 John again and highlight the Scriptures that speak about Truth; Darkness and Light.
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